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MATHEMATICS
ON NONASSOCIATIVE RINGS OF (n, ҍ)ҍPA TYPE
BY
A ҍ Hҍ BOERS
(Communicated by Prof ҍ H ҍ FREUDENTH:AL at the meeting of January ҍ6, ҍ974)
ҍ ҍ INTRODUCTION
In a nonassociative ring the product of more than two factors generally
has no meaning unless a bracketing is introducedҍ Under special conditions
it may happen that a certain nҍproduct a ҍaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ a,b (n>3) is independent
of the way in which the brackets are placed ; such a product is called stable ҍ
In [ҍ] and [ҍ] a first attempt is made to study rings in which the stability
of certain products plays an important role in nonassociative (i ҍe ҍ not
necessarily associative) ringsҍ A famous example of a class of nonassociative
rings is the class of the soҍcalled alternative rings (cf ҍ section ҍ) ҍ In [ҍ]
(section 4) a generalization of such rings is introduced, the class of the
nҍproductҍalternative rings, i ҍeҍ rings in which all nҍproducts aҍaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ a n
with at least two equal factors are stableҍ Moreover in [3] a more advanced
generalization in which stable nҍproducts with at least k (k < n) equal
factors (the soҍcalled (n, k)ҍproducts) are involved, is investigated ҍ
In this paper, however, we restrict ourselves to the nҍprod(uct)ҍ
alt(ernative) rings, also denoted as (n, ҍ)ҍPA rings ; in this special case
remarkable results can be established ҍ
The main result is that a (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA ring (t>3) is (ҍt+ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA,
(ҍt+ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA, (ҍt+3, ҍ)ҍPA, etc ҍ, in other words : if t is a fixed integer
with t > 3 and if in a ring R each (ҍt, ҍ)ҍproduct is stable, then all
(p, ҍ)ҍproducts with p > ҍt are stable ҍ
The final proof requires a long chain of lemmas ҍ Many of them are
closely related to the idea of the soҍcalled nҍalternativity (cf ҍ [4] and
section ҍ) and often constitute an interesting result in themselves ҍ
Throughout the paper only nonassociative rings of characteristic zero
are considered ҍ
ҍ ҍ PRELIMINARIES
In this section a couple of results in the domain of the nҍassociative
and nҍalternative rings will be summarizedҍ Everywhere R is a nonҍ
associative ring of characteristic zero ҍ
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DEFINITION ҍҍҍ : The nҍassociator {al,
aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, an } is defined by
nҍҍ
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, an}= I (ҍҍ)k {ai, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, ak+lak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
an}
kҍ0
for n>3, {a,,aҍ}=alaҍ and {aҍ}= al ҍ (cfҍ [4]) ҍ
THEOREM ҍҍҍ :
nҍҍ
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an}= I {aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, {ak, ak+ҍ, ak+ҍ}, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an } ;
kҍҍ
n > 3ҍ (cfҍ [4], lemma C, p ҍ 9) ҍ
THEOREM ҍ ҍ3 :
Inҍҍ
(Inҍ ҍ\
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an}= ҍ
	
k
{al , ҍ ҍ ҍ, anҍҍkҍҍ}{a ҍҍҍk, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an },
k=0
if n is even ҍ (cfҍ [4], theorem 5a, p ҍ ҍҍ) ҍ
THEOREM ҍҍ4 :
` ҍҍ}
(in ҍҍҍ\
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an}=
k
[{al, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍҍҍkҍҍ }{anҍҍk, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an}ҍ
k=0
ҍ {al, ҍ ҍ
ҍ,
anҍҍkҍҍ}{aҍҍ ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
an}] ,
if n is odd ; n>3ҍ (cfҍ [4], theorem 5b, pҍ ҍҍ) ҍ
DEFINITION ҍҍ5 : R is called nҍassociative if each nҍassociator vanishes ;
n > ҍҍ (cfҍ [4], chapter IV) ҍ
DEFINITION ҍҍ6 : R is called nҍalternative ((n, ҍ)ҍA) if each nҍassociator
changes its sign, as soon as two of its elements are alternated ; n>ҍ ҍ
(cfҍ [4], chapter V) ҍ
LEMMA ҍҍ7 : If R is nҍalternative, then each nҍassociator in which at
least two of the elements are equal, vanishes ; n>ҍҍ (cfҍ [4], chapter V) ҍ
THEOREM ҍҍ8 : If R is nҍassociative, then R is mҍassociative for each
m with m>n>ҍҍ
THEOREM ҍ ҍ9 : If R is nҍalternative and if the (n+ ҍ)ҍassociators of
type {al, aҍ , aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, an} and of type {al , a ҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, an , an} are zero, then R is
(n +ҍ)ҍalternative, (n +ҍ)ҍalternative, etc ҍ and even (n+ҍ)ҍassociative ;
n>3ҍ (cfҍ [5], section 5, p ҍ ҍҍ8) ҍ
THEOREM ҍ ҍҍ0 : IfR is (3ҍ)alternative, then {alaҍ i aҍ, a3}=aҍ{al, aҍ, a3}
and {aҍ, aҍ, aҍa3}={al, aҍ, a3}aҍ ҍ (cfҍ [5], section 4, p ҍ ҍҍ6) ҍ
DEFINITION ҍҍҍҍ : R is called nҍprod(uct)ҍass(ociative) (nҍPA), if every
nҍproduct aҍaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ a n is stable, i ҍeҍ independent of the bracketing ҍ (n > 3) ҍ
DEFINITION ҍ ҍҍҍ : R is called (n, k)ҍprod(uct)ҍass(ociative) ((n, k)ҍPA),
if every nҍproduct with at least k equal factors is stable ҍ (n > 3, ҍ < k < n) ҍ
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THEOREM ҍ ҍҍ3 : If R is nҍPA, then R is nҍassociative, n>3 ҍ (cfҍ [ҍ]) ҍ
THEOREM ҍ ҍҍ4 : If R is (n, k)ҍPA, then R is (n, k)ҍassociative ((n, k)ҍA),
i ҍeҍ each nҍassociator {aҍ, a ҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, an } with at least k equal elements vanishes ;
n>3, l<k<n ҍ (cfҍ [ҍ] and [3]) ҍ
THEOREM ҍ ҍҍ5 : Let R be a ring in which each (n, ҍ)ҍproduct
aҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ akҍҍ ak ak ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ anҍҍ
(k=ҍ, ҍ, 3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, nҍҍ) is stableҍ Then R is an (n, ҍ)ҍPA ringҍ (cfҍ [ҍ],
theorem ҍҍ) ҍ
3 ҍ GENERAL PROPERTIES
As remarked before, in a nonassociative ring R a product of at least
three elements makes no sense unless a prescription is added as to the
order in which the successive binary multiplications have to be performed ҍ
The ordinary way is the use of brackets ҍ There is an obvious method to
describe the desired bracketing of a given nҍproduct al aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an , viz :
choose that permutation of the integers ҍ, ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, n ҍ ҍ, which indicates the
order in which the binary multiplications have to be performed ҍ More
precisely : Let kҍ k ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ kn_ ҍ be such a permutation and ki = ҍ, then the first
act is the multiplication of aj and aj+ҍ to obtain (ajad+ ҍ) ҍ Let kp=ҍ and
i ҍ j l > ҍ, then the same process is applied to a5 and ap+ҍ to obtain
(aj aj+ ҍ) ҍ If, however, ji ҍ j l = ҍ, eҍg ҍ j = i ҍ ҍ, then the second multiplication
leads to (aj_ҍ(ajaj+ҍ)), etcҍ To be short : if n=5 and kҍkҍk3k4=3ҍҍ4, then
the corresponding bracketed 5ҍproduct is (aҍ((a ҍa3 )a 4))a5 ҍ
In this way each permutation kikҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ k n_ҍ determines a unique bracketҍ
ing of the product a ҍa ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an ҍ (There is however, no ҍҍҍҍcorrespondence ;
in general a given bracketing can be represented by various permutations) ҍ
DEFINITION 3ҍҍ : Let Pq be a permutation of the integers ҍ, ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, nҍҍ
and pq(alaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an ) the corresponding bracketed nҍproduct a ҍa ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an ; now
define Sq =pq(alaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an ) if Pq is an even permutation and Sq = ҍ
ҍpq(alaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an ) if Pq is an odd permutation ҍ
By definition an nҍassociator is a sum of (n ҍҍ)ҍassociators, hence a
sum of (nҍҍ)ҍassociators, etcҍ, ultimately a sum of (3ҍ)associators ҍ In
other words : an nҍassociator is a sum of nҍproducts, each product equipped
with a certain bracketing ҍ We can state the following
LEMMA 3 ҍҍ : {aҍ, a ҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, an}= ҍ,7 Sq , in which q runs through all the
permutations of the integers ҍ, ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, n ҍ ҍ ҍ
PROOF : cfҍ [ҍ], section ҍ ҍ
It is immediate that the theorems ҍ ҍҍ3 and ҍҍҍ4 are a consequence of
lemma 3ҍҍ, since in
Lҍq
Sq the number of plusҍsigns is equal to the number
of minusҍsigns ҍ
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From now on we restrict ourselves to (n, ҍ)ҍPA rings ҍ (n > 3) ҍ In such
a ring each (n, ҍ)ҍassociator, i ҍeҍ an nҍassociator with at least two equal
elements, vanishes (lemma ҍҍҍ4), but an (n ҍ ҍ, ҍ)ҍassociator need not be
zeroҍ Nevertheless :
LEMMA 3ҍ3 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, anҍiIan= 0,
if {aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, a n_ҍ} is an (nҍ ҍ, ҍ)ҍassociator ҍ
PROOF : Since {ai, a ҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, an_ҍ } is a sum of (nҍҍ, ҍ)ҍproducts, i ҍe ҍ
(nҍҍ)ҍproducts with at least two equal factors, the product {ai, aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, an_i}an is a sum of (n, ҍ)ҍproducts in which the number of negative
signs is equal to the number of positive signs, hence {ai, aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, a,ҍ,}a, =0,
since R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA ҍ
By the same argument we can generalize this lemma and we obtain
LEMMA 3ҍ4 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
jai, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak} (ak+ҍ ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an) = 0,
if {a i , aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, a k } is a (k, ҍ)ҍassociator with k > 3 and ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an is an
(nҍk)ҍproduct with an arbitrary bracketing ҍ (n>k) ҍ
If Pq =kҍkҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ kn_ҍ is a permutation of the integers ҍ, ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, nҍҍ with
kj=ҍ and pq(ai ҍ ҍ ҍ an ) is the corresponding bracketed nҍproduct, then this
nҍproduct can be considered as an (nҍҍ)ҍproduct with factors ai, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, a9ҍҍ, (agaj+l), aҍ+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, a n ҍ This leads to the following
LEMMA 3 ҍ5 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak} (ak+l ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an+ҍ) = 0,
if {ai, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak } is a (k, ҍ)ҍassociator, k> 3 and
ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
an+ҍ is an (nҍk+ ҍ)ҍ
product with an arbitrary bracketing ҍ (n > k) ҍ
Similarly
LEMMA 3 ҍ6 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
(aiaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak){ak+ҍ, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, a,
+,}= 0,
if {ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an+ҍ} is an (nҍk+ҍ, ҍ)ҍassociator, k + ҍ < n and alaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak a
kҍproduct with arbitrary bracketing ҍ
A generalization is the following
LEMMA 3ҍ7 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}pt=pt{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, at) =0,
if {ai , ҍ ҍ ҍ, at} is a (k, ҍ)ҍassociator, n > k > 3 and pi is an arbitrary lҍproduct
with l > n ҍ k ҍ
3ҍҍ
PROOF : Any lҍproduct can be considered as an (lҍҍ)ҍproduct, hence
as an (ҍҍҍ)ҍproduct, etc ҍ, thus as an (nҍk)ҍproduct ҍ
COROLLARY 3ҍ8 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
ak}{ak+i , ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, am
)
={ak+l,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ,
a
m}{al , aҍ,
ҍ
ҍ ҍ, ak}=0,
if {al, aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak } is a (k, ҍ)ҍassociator, n > k > 3 and m > n ҍ
An associator of type
{aҍ, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, akҍҍ, ak, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, a
n } with n>3 and
ҍ < k < n is a sum of (n+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍproductsҍ It clearly vanishes if R is (n+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍ
PAҍ If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, this associator is not necessarily zero ҍ We shall
see later that this is still the case whenever n is even ҍ
At this moment we can state the following
LEMMA 3ҍ9 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
ҍ
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, ak, ak+l,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, am}
(am+lam+ҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ anҍҍ) =0,
m>3, ҍ `k < m, n > m + ҍ,
am+lam+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ anҍҍ is
an (n ҍ m ҍҍ)ҍproduct with
an arbitrary bracketing ҍ (Obviously n>5) ҍ
Indeed
, {aҍ, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ,
akҍҍ, ak
ҍ
,
ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ,
am}(am+lam+ҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ)
is a sum of
(n, ҍ)ҍproducts in which the number of positive signs is equal to the
number of negative signs ҍ
As a consequence the following lemmas are obvious
LEMMA 3 ҍҍ0 : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
ҍ
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, akҍҍ, ak, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, am}{am+ҍ, am+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, anҍҍ}= {am+l, am+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, anҍҍ}
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ , akҍҍ, ak, ak+l,
ҍ ҍ ҍ , am} = 0, m > 3, ҍ < k < m, n > m + ҍ ҍ (n > 5) ҍ
LEMMA 3 ҍҍҍ : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ,
ҍ
ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, ak
ҍ
, ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aml{a
m+l , am+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
ap}={am+ҍ, am+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ap}
{al,aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
akҍҍ,ak,ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,am}=0, m>3, ҍ<k<m,p>nҍҍ>m+ҍ ҍ (n>5) ҍ
In exactly the same way one can prove
LEMMA 3 ҍҍҍ : If R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
akҍҍ, akal, ak+l,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, a
m}{am+l
,
am+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ap}=
= {am+ҍ, am+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, ap}{al,
aҍ, ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, akal, ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, am}=0,
m>3, ҍ<k<m, ҍ<l<m, k0l, p>nҍҍ>m+ҍҍ (n>5) ҍ
And under the same conditions
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
akҍҍ, alak, ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
am}{am+ҍ, am+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ap}=
= {am+ҍ, am+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ap}{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, at ak, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, am} = 0 ҍ
The next two lemmas deal with the special case n is even ҍ We write n = ҍt ҍ
3ҍҍ
LEMMA 3ҍҍ3 : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA (t > ҍ), then
{al, al, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0 and {al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍtҍҍ, aҍt, aҍt} =
0ҍ
PROOF : According to definition ҍ ҍҍ we develope
ҍ
{al, al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, aҍt} = {al, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt}ҍ {al, alaҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt},
the rest of the terms ± {al, al , aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
akak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt} (ҍ <
k< ҍtҍҍ) being
zero, since R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍA (theorem ҍ ҍҍ4)ҍ For the same reason and moreover
applying definition ҍ ҍ6 and theorem ҍ ҍ3, we obtain
{
ҍ
	
ҍ
al, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ
ҍ,
aҍt}=
ҍ
{aҍ, al, a3,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, alt}
ҍ
ҍ {aҍ, al, a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aҍtҍҍ} aҍt ҍ
tҍҍ
ҍ ҍ {aҍ, al, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, altҍ3}{altҍҍ, aҍtҍҍ, aҍt} ҍ
tҍҍ
ҍ
{aҍ, ai, a3,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, aҍtҍ5}{altҍ4,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt} ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍҍaҍ{aҍl, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0 (lemma 3ҍҍҍ) ҍ
Moreover, applying definition ҍ ҍ6 and theorem ҍ ҍ3 once
{al, a, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}={a3, aҍ, a,
aҍ,
a4,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=
{a3, aҍ, a, aҍ, a4, ҍ ҍ ҍ, altҍҍ}aҍt+
tҍҍ
+
C ҍ
{a3, al, al aҍ, a4, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍtҍ3}{altҍҍ, altҍҍ, aҍt} +
ҍҍ
+ (t
ҍ
/
{a3, al, a, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, altҍ5}{aҍtҍ4, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}+ ҍ ҍ ҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ+a3{al, aҍaҍ, a4, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0 (lemma 3 ҍҍҍ),
hence {al, al, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0 ҍ
For symmetrical reasons {al, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, altҍҍ, alt, aҍt}=0ҍ
THEOREM 3 ҍҍ4 : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA (t>ҍ), then R is (ҍt+ҍ)ҍA, iҍe ҍ
(ҍt + ҍ)ҍassociative ҍ
PROOF : R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA, hence R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍA (theorem ҍҍҍ4)ҍ Moreover
{al, al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt}
= {al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, altҍҍ, aҍt,
alt}=0
(lemma 3ҍҍ3)ҍ According to theorem ҍ ҍ9 R is (ҍt+ҍ)ҍA ҍ
Now we turn to the case n is odd ҍ
A wellҍknown property in an alternative, i ҍeҍ a (3, ҍ)ҍPA ring, is the
following
{alaҍ, aҍ, a3}=aҍ{al, aҍ, a3} and {al, aҍ, aҍa3}={al, aҍ, a3} aҍ
(theorem ҍ ҍҍ0) ҍ
These identities play an important role in the study of the structure
of alternative rings ҍ
more :
We shall prove that a generalization for (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA rings (t> ҍ) is
possible ҍ
3ҍ3
3 ҍҍ5 : If R is (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{alaҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, aҍt+ҍ}=aҍ{al, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍtҍ
ҍҍ}
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt, aҍtaҍt+ҍ}={al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt, alt+ҍ}aҍt ҍ
{al, aҍ, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt+ҍ}={alaҍ, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt+ҍ} ҍ
ҍ
ҍ {al, aҍ, a3,
• • • , alt+ҍ} + {al, aҍ, aҍ a3, a4, • • • , alt+ҍ} •
(definition ҍ ҍҍ, lemma ҍ ҍ7 and theorem ҍ ҍҍ4) ҍ Moreover
{al, aҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍҍ ҍ, alt+ҍ} =jai, aҍ, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt} aҍt+ҍ +
+(ҍ)
{al, aҍ, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ •, altҍҍ}{aҍtҍҍ, aҍt, alt+ҍ}+
+ Cҍ/
{al, aҍ, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍtҍ4}{altҍ3, altҍҍ, altҍҍ, alt, aҍt+ҍ} +
+Ct t
ҍ)
{al, aҍ, aҍ}{a3, a4,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aҍt+ҍ}+al{aҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍ
ҍ ҍ,
aҍt+ҍ}
ҍ
(theorem ҍ ҍ3) ҍ
In this expansion the first and the last term of the right hand are zero,
since R is (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA and hence (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍA (theorem ҍ ҍҍ4) and the
remaining terms are zero because of corollary 3ҍ8ҍ Hence
{al aҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ,
alt+ҍ} _ {al, a, a3,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, alt+ҍ}
ҍ
ҍ {al, aҍ, aҍa3, a4,
ҍ
ҍ ҍ,
alt+ҍ}
•
(ҍ)
Besides, applying definition ҍ ҍҍ, lemma ҍҍ7 and the theorems ҍҍ3 and ҍҍҍ4,
we obtain
{aҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, alt+ҍ, al} = aҍ{aҍ, a3, a4,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aҍt+ҍ, all=
{aҍ, a3,
ҍ • ҍ ,
alt+ҍ, al}ҍ {aҍ, aҍ a3, a4,
• • • , alt+ҍ, all,
hence
(ҍ)
{4,a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aҍҍ+ҍ, al} = {aҍ, aҍa3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt+ҍ, al}+aҍ{aҍ, a3, a4,
• ҍ ҍ,
alt+ҍ, al}
ҍ
Adding (ҍ) and (ҍ) and applying definition ҍ ҍ6, we obtain
{alaҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aҍt+ҍ} = aҍ{aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ •, aҍt+ҍ, al}=aҍ{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt+ҍ}
ҍ
For symmetrical reasons
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ •, aҍt, aҍtaҍt+ҍ}={al, aҍ, • ҍ •,
aҍt,
alt+ҍ}aҍt •
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4 ҍ THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section nҍproducts with and without brackets play an important
roleҍ In those cases in which such an nҍproduct is only partially bracketed
or not bracketed at all, it is usually a stable one ҍ A short style of writing
is possible if equality of certain nҍproducts is involved ҍ For example, if
(alaҍ)a3a4a5a6 and alaҍa3(a4a5as) are two incompletely bracketed and stable
products, then it is clear that both products have a bracketing in common,
e ҍg ҍ ((alaҍ)a3)((a4a5)as) ҍ This enables us to write :
(al
aҍ) a3 a4 as as = aҍ aҍ
a3(a4
a5 as)
Any complete bracketing of the left hand denotes the same ringelement
as an arbitrary bracketing of the right hand ҍ
One of the fundamental lemmas about stability is
LEMMA 4ҍҍ : The nҍproduct aҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an, in a ring R is stable if and only
if each of the (nҍҍ)ҍproducts a
ҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak_ҍ(ak ak+l) ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
a„(ҍ < k < n ҍҍ)
is stable (n > 5) ; aҍ aҍ a3 a4 is stable if and only if (al aҍ ) a3 a4 i al(aҍ a3) a4,
alaҍ(a3a4) and (al aҍ a3) a4 (or equivalently al(aҍ a3a4)) are stable ҍ
PROOF ҍ cfҍ the lemmas 3 ҍҍ and 3 ҍҍ of [ҍ] ҍ
LEMMA
4ҍҍ : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ,
ak}{ak, ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0
for ҍ<k<ҍtҍҍҍ (t>ҍ) ҍ
PROOF : R is certainly (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍA (theorem ҍҍ9), hence
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, ak, ak, ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0 ҍ
(ҍ < k < ҍt ҍ ҍ)ҍ In the development of this (ҍt + ҍ)ҍassociator according to
theorem ҍҍ4, all the terms of type
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, ak, ak,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
al}{al+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}
and of type
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ,
am}{am+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, ak, ak,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt}
are zero (corollary 3ҍ8), hence
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}{ak, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt}=0 ҍ
This lemma can be extended to the case k =ҍ and k = ҍt ҍ To obtain
this result we prove the following lemmas
LEMMA 4ҍ3 : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA, then ai{aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍ t}=0ҍ (t>ҍ) ҍ
PROOF : {al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0 (lemma 3ҍҍ3, first part of the proof) and
after applying theorem ҍ ҍ3 and lemma 3ҍҍҍ, we obtain ai{aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt}=0
ҍ
LEMMA 4ҍ4 : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA, then al{al , a ҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍ t}=0 and {al , aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aҍt}alt=0
ҍ
(t>ҍ) ҍ
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PROOF : 0 = {a l, al , aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍ t} (lemma 3ҍҍ3) =
ai{aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt}ҍal{al, aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt}
(theorem ҍҍ4, corollary 3 ҍ8 and lemma ҍҍ7) ҍ Hence al{al, aҍ , a3 , ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt)=0
ҍ
(lemma 4ҍ3) ҍ
Similarly
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}aҍt=0 •
COROLLARY 4ҍ5 : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA, then
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}{ak, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt}=0
for all k with ҍ < k < ҍtҍ (t > ҍ) ҍ
LEMMA 4ҍ6 : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA, then
(ҍ) ҍ (al(aҍ( ҍ ҍ ҍ
(akҍҍ(akҍҍak) ҍ))(( ҍ(akak+l)ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ
ҍ )aҍt)=
= (a, aҍ )a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍt = al aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ (altҍl aҍt),
if 3<k<ҍtҍҍ and t>3 ҍ
(ii) ҍ (alaҍ)((' (a
ҍ a3) a4 ) ҍ ҍ ҍ )a lt ) =alaҍ aҍ a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍt_ҍ(aҍt_l alt) and
(( • (al a
ҍ ) a3 ) ҍ ҍ ҍ ) altҍҍ) (aҍtҍҍ aҍt) = (al a ҍ ) a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ altҍҍ altҍҍ alt
for t > ҍ ҍ
(iii) ҍ
al(( •(
alaҍ)a3) ҍ ҍ ҍ )aҍt)=alalaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ altҍҍ(aҍt_laҍt) and
(al(aҍ( ҍ ҍ ҍ (altҍҍ aҍt) • )) aҍt = (al aҍ)a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ altҍҍ alt alt ҍ
(t > ҍ) ҍ
PROOF : (i) ҍ If k > 3, then
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}(akak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ alt) = 0, whenever
ak ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ alt is a (ҍtҍk)ҍproduct with factors
ak, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, apҍҍ, apap+l, ap+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt
(k < p < ҍt ҍҍ), arbitrarily bracketed, since it is a sum of (ҍt, ҍ)ҍproducts
in which the number of positive signs is equal to the number of negative
signs ҍ Hence
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}{akak+l, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt} =0ҍ
(definition ҍҍҍ and corollary 4ҍ5) ҍ
By the same argument it is clear that
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}((akak+ҍ)ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ alt) =0,
if (akak+ҍ) ak+ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍt is bracketed in such a way that somewhere (agaq+l)
with k + ҍ <q < ҍt ҍҍ appears as one factorҍ Hence
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}{akak+ҍ, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aqҍҍ, agaq+l, aq+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt}=0
for any q with k + ҍ < q < ҍt ҍҍ ҍ As a consequence
{aҍ, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak){(akak+ҍ) ak+ҍ, ak+3, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt}=0
ҍ
ҍҍ Indagationes
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After repeating the same argument, this leads to
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}(( • (akak+l) ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )alt)=0 ҍ
Clearly the same reasoning is applicable to the first factor {a l, aҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak} ҍ
Evidently each product
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, as a8+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak}((
•(
akak+ҍ)ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )aҍt)=0,
if ҍ<8<kҍҍ and k>3, hence
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, akҍlak}(( •(akak+ҍ)ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )alt)=0
and after repeating this argument
{al, aҍ, a3(a4(
ҍ ҍ ҍ (akҍҍ ak) ҍ ))}(( • (akak+l) ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )alt) =
0 ҍ
This implies
(ai(aҍ( ҍ ҍ ҍ (akҍlak)
•) )((' (akak+ҍ) ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ ) aҍt)=
[(alaҍ)(a3(a4(
ҍ ҍ ҍ (akҍlak) •) )J((' (akak+l) ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ ) aҍt)=
(al aҍ) a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍt=alaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ (altҍlaҍt) •
(ii) ҍ In the second part of the proof of lemma 3ҍҍ3 it was shown that
{al,
a, aҍ,
a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt)=0
ҍ
In exactly the same way one can prove
{alaҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt}=0 ҍ
Hence
{alaҍ, aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, altҍl} alt+
(t){aҍ
a
ҍ, aҍ,
a
3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, altҍ3}{altҍҍ, altҍҍ,
alt)+ ҍ ҍ ҍ + ( aҍ aҍ){aҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt}=
0
+ ҍ
and therefore (alai){aҍ, a 3 , ҍ ҍ ҍ, a ҍt)=0ҍ (lemma 3ҍҍҍ) ҍ
(According to the conditions of lemma 3 ҍҍҍ t > 3 seems to be essential
ҍ
Nevertheless this formula holds for t = ҍ as well
0 = {al aҍ, aҍ, a3, a4} = {al aҍ, aҍ, a3} a4 + (al aҍ) {aҍ, a3, a4} = (al aҍ) {aҍ , a3, a4}
ҍ
In this case lemma 3ҍҍҍ is irrelevant ҍ)
Now the rest of the proof
Clearly
(alai){aҍ, a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
akak+l,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt}=0
for 3 < k < ҍt ҍ ҍ ҍ It follows
(alaҍ){aҍa3, a4, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt)=0
and finally
(al aҍ){( ҍ (aҍ a3) a4)
ҍ ҍ ҍ ) altҍҍ, aztҍҍ, azt} = 0,
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(ai aҍ) (( ҍ (aҍ a3) a4)
ҍ ҍ ҍ
)alt) = (ai aҍ)[(( ҍ
(aҍ a3) a4)
ҍ ҍ ҍ
)altҍҍ) (azt_ҍ aҍt)] =
aҍ aҍ aҍ a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ
altҍҍ(aҍt_ҍ alt)
For k = ҍt ҍҍ the proof is analogous ҍ
(iii) ҍ Applying lemma 4 ҍ4 and using similar arguments as in the
preceding case, we obtain :
ai(('(aiaҍ)as) ҍ ҍ ҍ )alt)= aҍ aҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
altҍҍ(aҍt_ҍalt)
and
(ai(aҍ(
ҍ
ҍ ҍ (alt_ҍ alt)
))
alt =
(aҍ aҍ) a3
ҍ ҍ ҍ altҍҍ alt alt ҍ
(t > ҍ) ҍ
An nҍproduct aҍaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ an can be bracketed in such a way that, with the
exception of one successive pair of factors ak and
ak+ҍ,
all the other pairs
are separated by one or more brackets ҍ Such a bracketing is called a
simple nҍbracketing ҍ E ҍg ҍ : the 5ҍproduct alaҍa3a4a5 has the following
simple 5ҍbracketings : (((aiaҍ)as)a4)a5, ((ai(aҍas))a 4)as , (ai((aҍas)a4))a5, etc ҍ
with the corresponding permutations ҍҍ34, ҍҍ34, 3ҍҍ4, etc ҍ
(Note that these products are just those bracketings which correspond
with exactly one permutation) ҍ
In the following theorem we investigate stability of (n+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍproducts
in (n, ҍ)ҍPA ringsҍ According to lemma 4ҍҍ aҍaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ a kak ҍ ҍ ҍ an is stable if
and only if the nҍproducts
(aҍ aҍ) a3
ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ an , ai(aҍ as) ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ an , ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
(akҍҍ ak) ak
ҍ ҍ ҍ
an,
ai ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ҍ ҍ ҍ an
ҍ,
aҍ ҍ ҍ
ҍ akak ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ an , ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ
(anҍҍ
an )
are stable (n > 5) ҍ
It is clear that it is enough to prove that
ai ҍ ҍ ҍ
(ak_i ak) a
k ҍ ҍ ҍ an, aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
ak
ҍ ҍ ҍ an and aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
ak(ak ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ an
are stable if R is (n, ҍ)ҍPA, since any other product can be understood
as an (n, ҍ)ҍproduct of type ai ҍ ҍ ҍ (apap+l) ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ an or of type
ai ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ (aqaq+i ) ҍ ҍ ҍ
an, which are stable by assumption ҍ
In other words : The investigation of the stability of (n + ҍ, ҍ)ҍproducts
in (n, ҍ)ҍPA rings leads to the study of special nҍproducts, viz ҍ those
nҍproducts which are derived from the given (n+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍproducts by pairing
successive factors such that at least one of them contains at least one ak,
the other nҍproducts being of no interest, since they are trivially stable
in (n, ҍ)ҍPA rings ҍ
But the same holds for the next step in our procedure : only those
(n ҍҍ)ҍproducts derived from the nҍproducts mentioned above are worth
while to be studied which are obtained by pairing successive factors of
the nҍproduct, such that at least one of them contains at least one ak ҍ
After nҍ3 steps we arrive at a collection of 4ҍproducts ҍ The stability
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of these 4ҍproducts determines the stability of the original (n + ҍ, ҍ)ҍ
productҍ What is the nature of these 4ҍproducts? The following types
are possible
ҍ) (al ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ anҍ 3 )
anҍҍ anҍҍ an
(ҍ < k < n ҍ 3),
ҍ) (al ҍ ҍ ҍ ak)(ak ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ) anҍҍ an
(ҍ<k<nҍҍ),
3) al(aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ) anҍҍ an
(ҍ<k<nҍҍ),
4) al(aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak)(ak ҍ ҍ ҍ anҍҍ)
an
	
(ҍ<k<nҍҍ),
5) al aҍ(a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ)
a
n
(3<k<nҍҍ),
6) alaҍ(as ҍ ҍ ҍ ak)(ak ҍ ҍ ҍ an
)
( 3<k<n),
7) a,aҍa3(a4 ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ
an) (4
<k<n) ҍ
The subproducts (a,ҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ a8 ) containing only one ak are necessarily simple ҍ
If a subproduct contains ak twice, this subproduct is either simple or
of type
(ar(
ҍ ҍ ҍ
(akҍҍ(akҍҍ ak)'))((' (ak ak+ҍ) ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ ) a8 ) ҍ
The stability of a 4ҍproduct xlxҍx3x4 is settled if and only if the stability
of
(xlxҍx3)x4
(eventually
xl(xҍXSx4)), (xlxҍ)x3x4, xl(xҍx3)x4 and xҍxҍ(x3x4)
have been assured ҍ The first condition is satisfied for each type, since
in each case
xlxҍx3
(eventually xҍx3x4) is an (n, ҍ)ҍproduct with factors
al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak, ak, ҍ ҍ ҍ, an
_ҍ (or aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, ak, ak, ҍ ҍ ҍ, a n ) and hence stable ҍ To
check the remaining conditions, it must be observed that the stability
of each of the 3ҍproducts (xlxҍ)xsx4, xl(xҍx3)x4 and x lxҍ(x3x4 ) can be proved
in an obvious way in those cases in which both ak's are members of one
of the factors of the 3ҍproduct ҍ As an example we take (xlxҍ)x3x4 from
type 3 :
((al(aҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ
ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ)) anҍҍ) an = (al
ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ
ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ)
a
n
= (al aҍ) a3 ҍ ҍ
ҍ ak ak
ҍ
ҍ
ҍ a n
(if k > 3, otherwise
(a l aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak
ҍ ҍ
ҍ
anҍҍ) an =aҍ aҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ
(anҍҍ anҍҍ) an) _
= al aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ(anҍҍ an) = (al (aҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ
ҍ anҍҍ))(aҍ
an),
hence (xlxҍ)x3x4 is stable ҍ
The only difficulty arises if there are two factors of the 3ҍproduct,
each containing an element ak ҍ This is the case e ҍgҍ in the 3ҍproduct
xl(xҍX3) x4
of type ҍ :
(ҍ) (a
l ҍ ҍ ҍ ak)((ak ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ) anҍҍ) an ҍ
We repeat that the subproducts (al ҍ ҍ ҍ ak) and (at ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ)
must be simple ҍ
They are of type (al(aҍ ( ҍ ҍ ҍ (ak_lak) ҍ) and (( ҍ
(akak+l) ak+ҍ) ҍ ҍ ҍ ) anҍҍ) •
And here we notice that a proof of the stability of (ҍ) is only possible
if we assume n is even ҍ In this case we can apply lemma 4 ҍ6 ҍ In our
example
(al ҍ ҍ ҍ
ak)(((ak
ҍ ҍ ҍ
anҍҍ) anҍҍ)an)=(alaҍ)a3
ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ an
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(if k > 3, otherwise
=a, ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ (anҍҍ an)) = (al ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ anҍҍ) an =
((aҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ ak)((ak ҍ ҍ ҍ anҍҍ) anҍҍ)) an ҍ
(Otherwise it should be stressed that even in the case in which there
are two factors in the 3ҍproduct, each containing an element ak, there
are situations in which stability can be proved without any appeal to
lemma 4ҍ6 ҍ Eҍg ҍ : In a (5, ҍ)ҍPA ring the stability of (ai aҍ)(a3 a4)(a4a5 ) is
a consequence of the stability of (aҍ aҍ) a3 a4 a4a5) ҍ
It can easily be verified that the same argument holds in all those cases
in which ak appears in two of the three factors of the 3ҍproduct derived
from the given list of 4ҍproducts ҍ
In summarizing the previous results we can state that each product
aҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍn with ҍ < k < ҍn, is stableҍ According to theorem ҍ ҍҍ5
the conclusion is
THEOREM 4 ҍ7 : If R is (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA, then R is (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA ҍ (t> 3) ҍ
If in an (n, ҍ)ҍPA ring n is odd, we have to add a slight condition to
obtain a similar result as in theorem 4 ҍ7ҍ First of all the counterҍpart
of lemma 4ҍ6 :
LEMMA
4ҍ8 : If R is (ҍt+ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA (t>ҍ) and the (ҍt+ҍ)ҍproduct
al al aҍ a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ alt+ҍ is stable, then
(aҍ(aҍ( ҍ ҍ ҍ (akҍҍ ak) ҍ))(( ҍ (ak ak+l) ak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )alt+ҍ) = (al aҍ) a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ alt+ҍ
if 3
<
k
<
ҍt and = aҍ aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ ak ak ҍ ҍ ҍ altҍҍ(aҍt alt+ҍ) if
ҍ
<k< ҍt ҍҍ
ҍ
PROOF : Applying theorem 3 ҍҍ5 and using the properties of (ҍt + ҍ)ҍ
alternativity, we obtain
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, akҍҍak, ak,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, alt+ҍ} = ak{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, ak,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, aҍt+ҍ}=
ҍ ak{ak, 4ҍҍ, a3, ҍ ҍ ҍ, atҍ,, al, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,alt+ҍ}=0,
since this is a sum of (ҍt+ҍ)ҍproducts of the kind, mentioned in the
hypothesis, the number of plusҍsigns being equal to the number of minusҍ
signsҍ After developing the first (ҍt+ ҍ)ҍassociator and applying lemma
3ҍҍҍ, we obtain
(ҍ )
	
{aҍ, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, akҍҍak}{ak, ak+ҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ,alt+ҍ}=0
ҍ
Assume k < ҍt ҍ ҍ ҍ Obviously each product of the form
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
agar+l,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, akҍҍak}{ak,
ҍ ҍ ҍ,
alt+l}
(lcr<kҍ3) or
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, akҍҍ, akҍlak}{ak, ak+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ,
a8a8+ҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt+ҍ}
(k+ ҍ < s < ҍtҍҍ) vanishes, since it is a sum of (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍproducts with
an equal number of plusҍ and minusҍsigns ҍ
If k= ҍt, then
and hence
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From (ҍ) we deduce :
{al, aҍ, a3( ҍ ҍ ҍ (akҍҍ(akҍҍ ak)) ҍ )}{( • (akak+l) ҍ ҍ ҍ ) altҍҍ, aҍt, alt+ҍ}= 0,
hence
(al(
ҍ ҍ ҍ
(akҍҍ(akҍl ak)) •) )(( •
(akak+ҍ)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )
aҍt) alt+ҍ)=
(al( ҍ ҍ ҍ (akҍҍ(akҍI ak) • ))
L(( • (akak+l) ak+ҍ) ҍ ҍ ҍ ) aҍtҍҍ)(aҍtaҍt+ҍ)]=
alaҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍtҍҍ(aҍtaҍt+ҍ)=al(aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ akak ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍt+ҍ) •
{al, a
ҍ , ҍ ҍ ҍ,
aҍtҍҍ, altҍҍ alt}(aҍt aҍt+ҍ) = 0
(al(
ҍ ҍ ҍ (aҍtҍҍaҍt)'))(aҍtaҍt+ҍ)=(a,aҍ)a3
ҍ ҍ ҍ
aҍtaҍtaҍt+ҍ •
It is clear that the same reasoning as in the proof of theorem 4ҍ7 now
leads to
THEOREM 4ҍ9 : If R is (ҍt+ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA (t>ҍ) and the (ҍt+ҍ)ҍproducts
aҍaҍaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍt+ҍ and ajaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍtaҍt+laҍt+ҍ are stable, then R is (ҍt+ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA ҍ
Now we are almost ready to prove the main theoremҍ We only need
a couple of lemmas which give us an insight in the character of (ҍt+ҍ, ҍ)ҍ
products in (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA rings ҍ
LEMMA 4ҍҍ0 : In a (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA ring B (t> 3) the following identity holds :
al(( •
(al aҍ) a3) ҍ ҍ ҍ )aҍt+ҍ) = (al al aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
aҍ t) alt+ҍ •
PROOF :
B
is (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA (theorem 4ҍ7) ҍ
In theorem 3ҍҍ4 we proved that R is (ҍt+ҍ)ҍAҍ In particular
{al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ
ҍ, alt+ҍ, aҍt+ҍ} = 0,
hence
{al, aҍ, ҍ•, alt alt+ҍ, alt+ҍ} = {al, aҍ, ҍ•, alt, a
ҍ
ҍt+ҍ} •
(definition ҍҍҍ and lemma 3ҍҍ3) ҍ Moreover, applying lemma 3 ҍҍҍ :
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt, atit+ҍ} = {al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt)alt+ҍ ҍ
ҍ {aҍ, aҍ,
	
, altҍҍ}(aҍtaL+ҍ)+
ҍ ҍ ҍ
+(alaҍ){a3,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt, alt+ҍ}ҍ
ҍal{aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt, aat+ҍ}={al, aҍ,
ҍ ҍ ҍ, alt}alt+ҍ ҍ
ҍ
{al, aҍ, • ҍ ҍ, aҍtҍҍ}(aҍtaҍt+ҍ) = 0,
since each term is a sum of (ҍt + ҍ, ҍ)ҍproducts with an equal number
of plusҍ and minusҍsignsҍ Hence
{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt alt+ҍ, aҍt+ҍ} = aҍt+ҍ{aҍ, aҍ, • • • , alt, aҍt+ҍ} = 0
ҍ
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After a renumbering of the indices and applying the definition of (ҍt + ҍ)ҍ
alternativity, we obtain :
al{al, aҍ, ҍ ҍ ҍ, aҍt+ҍ}=0
ҍ This leads to
al{( ҍ (al aҍ) a3)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )
altҍҍ, aҍt, alt+ҍ}= 0,
iҍe ҍ :
al(( •
(a, aҍ)
as)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )
alt)
alt+ҍ)=a,[((
ҍ (a, aҍ) ҍ ҍ ҍ )
altҍҍ)(aҍtaҍt+ҍ)ҍ
=alalaҍa3 ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍt_l(aҍtaҍt+ҍ)=alal(aҍa3)a4 ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍtaҍt+ҍ=
(alalaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
aҍt)aҍt+ҍ •
LEMMA 4ҍҍҍ : In a (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA ring the (ҍt+ ҍ, ҍ)ҍproducts
al al aҍ a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ
aҍtaҍt+ҍ and
al aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
aҍtaҍt+l alt+ҍ
are stable ҍ (t>3) ҍ
PROOF : First consider the (ҍt +ҍ)ҍproduct (alal)aҍa3 ҍ ҍ
ҍaҍt+l
and its
derived ҍtҍproduct ((a, a,) aҍ) a3 a4 ҍ ҍ
ҍ aҍt+l
ҍ
This is stable if and only if the
4ҍproduct
xҍxҍx3x4=('((alal)aҍ) ҍ ҍ ҍ )altҍҍ)alt_laҍtaҍt+ҍ is
stable ҍ
Clearly (xl x ҍx 3)x4 is stable since R is (ҍt+ҍ, ҍ)ҍPA and (xҍxҍ)x3x4
is stable since
((xl xҍ) x3)
x4= (al al aҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
alt) alt+l=aҍ
al(aҍa3) a4 ҍ ҍ
ҍ aҍt+ҍ=
alalaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
(aҍtaҍt+ҍ)=(xlxҍ)(x3x4) ҍ
Secondly, al(al aҍ) a3 ҍ ҍ ҍ alt+l has the derived ҍtҍproducts
(al(alaҍ))
a3 a4
ҍ ҍ ҍ alt+l and al((alaҍ) a3) a4
ҍ ҍ
ҍ
aҍt+ҍ ҍ
The stability of the first one can be proved in a similar way as the
stability of
(alal)aҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ alt+ҍ
ҍ
In the second case one has to prove the stability of a 4ҍproduct of
type (alalaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ
altҍҍ)aҍtҍlaҍtaҍt+ҍ
(and here is no difficulty) and of a
4ҍproduct of type
yҍyҍy3y4=aҍ(alaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍtҍl)aҍtaҍt+ҍ,
in which alaҍ ҍ ҍ ҍ aҍ tҍ ҍ
has a simple bracketing ҍ The stability of (ylyҍy3)y4 is clear, as well as the
stability of (ylyҍ)y3y4 and yҍyҍ(y3y4) (all of them as a consequence of
(ҍt + ҍ, ҍ)ҍprodҍassociativity) ҍ It remains to show that yl(yҍy3)y4 is stable
ҍ
(yl(yҍys))y4=(alalaҍ
ҍ ҍ ҍ
aҍt)aҍt+ҍ=
(and here we use lemma 4 ҍҍ0!)
= aҍ(( ҍ
(a,
aҍ) a3)
ҍ ҍ ҍ )
aҍt+ҍ)=yl((yҍys) y4) •
Now we are ready to state
THE MAIN THEOREM 4ҍҍҍ : A (ҍt, ҍ)ҍPA ring R (t> 3) is (p, ҍ)ҍPA for
any p > ҍt ҍ
PROOF : This is a corollary of the theorems 4 ҍ7 and 4ҍ9 and of
lemma 4ҍҍҍ ҍ
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5 ҍ FINAL REMARKS
An important question is : Can we extend the main theorem to (4, ҍ)ҍPA
rings? Unfortunately the answer is, that this is still unknown ; till now
no example has been discovered of a (4, ҍ)ҍPA ring which is not (5, ҍ)ҍPA ҍ
A sufficient condition for a (4, ҍ)ҍPA ring R to be (5, ҍ)ҍPA is :
{al aҍ, aҍ
a3,
a4} = 0 and {al, aҍ as, as a4) = 0 for all a{ E Rҍ
Our conjecture is that {alaҍ, alas, a4}={ai, aҍa3 , a3a4}=0 is valid in any
(4, ҍ)ҍPA ring and hence, that a (4, ҍ)ҍPA ring is (p, ҍ)ҍPA for any p > 4 ҍ
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